Sultans of String
With an all-star cast
that includes Bela
Fleck, their new disc
highlights the moving
plight of immigrants.
By Dan Rosenberg
“I walked, and ran, and screamed / miles
on end, to find peace / before I could
pronounce my own name. / I come with too
many invisible treasures / often misunderstood / feared by all / banned by politics /
never belonging / and always longing. / I
am a refugee and I anchor humanity.”

T

hese words are part of Ifrah
Mansour’s poem, I Am A
Refugee, which became the
vision of the Sultans of String’s
latest project, Refuge, an urgent musical
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examination of the pain of being forced out
of one’s homeland and the experience of
immigration.
Mansour is a Somali-American poet and
performance artist who was just five years
old back in 1991 when civil war broke out
in Mogadishu. She grew up in Kenya’s
Dadaab refugee camp, where she lived until
1998 when her family was able to immigrate to the United States.
“Writing the poem was a way to unleash
some pain that I could name finally,”
Mansour explains. “I wrote it because I was
so frustrated with so many people sending
me emails and asking me what I thought
about the travel ban… An artist’s job is to
draw that hope, especially in a time of deep
hopelessness.”
The entire poem is absolutely searing,
drawing you in to both Mansour’s pain and
her dreams. It continues:
“I am a refugee, globally villainized /

yet I bring you a slice of the world, of my
own home, right here in your backyard.
/ I bring you food so intricately spiced it
revolutionized your palette. / I bring you my
vibrant fabrics, / hand-woven with ancient
delicate wisdom, / that has diversified your
closed-minded colour wheels. / I bring you
my children, my precious only children, / to
share a history, a future with you. / You and
I are too stuck together to be this far apart.
/ I am a refugee and I glue humanity.”
This is just one of the 13 tracks on Refuge,
and completely captures the spirit of the
project. The Ontario-based world music
fusion band partnered with 30 immigrants
and refugees to share stories of the lands
they left behind, and their experiences as
immigrants.
It seemed slightly incongruous to hang out
in a trendy Toronto coffee shop on Bloor
Street and discuss the horrors that many of
the musicians on Refuge endured.

That’s where I met Chris McKhool, the
band’s founder and violinist who was also
sorting out hundreds of details for the
epic launch of the album on May 22, just
a few blocks down the street at Toronto’s
Trinity-St. Paul Centre, where the Sultans
and more than a dozen musical friends from
every corner of the globe will share the
stage.
Refuge couldn’t be timelier in an environment when travel bans, border walls,
and increasing xenophobia are all in the
headlines. While most people in North
America don’t focus on what drove their
families to leave their homelands and settle
here, McKhool knows the importance of
these stories.
This project is quite personal for McKhool, who grew up in the comforts of
Ottawa.
“My grandfather on my father’s side,
Eli Joseph Makhoul, came to Canada as a
refugee in 1903 as a stowaway on a ship,”
he recounts.
“He grew up in a Greek Orthodox family
in a village called Kfarmishki in Lebanon’s
Bekaa Valley and fled because of religious
intolerance. He came to Canada with no
money and worked as a streetcar conductor
for the Ottawa Electric Railway.”
How did Makhoul become McKhool?
The Sultans’ violinist explains that a border
guard likely changed the spelling when his
grandfather arrived in Canada 117 years
ago.
The story of McKool’s grandfather’s
journey to Canada was the basis for another
song on Refuge.
“Hurricane is a romantic vision of what
it would have been like for my grandfather
to come over, mixed with the historical
record of the first Lebanese person to come
to Canada in the 1800s,” McKool remarks
about the song.
“That first Lebanese immigrant was doing
door-to-door sales and wrote to his wife,
‘I’ll save money to send for you,’ but before
he could save up enough, she passed away.”
What does Refuge sound like? It certainly
would be filed under “world music” if any
actual record stores still existed. fRoots
editor Ian Anderson likes to describe “world
music” as, “Local music that isn’t from
‘here,’ wherever ‘here’ is.”
That’s why flamenco is seen as world
music here in Canada, but not in Spain.

Meanwhile in Spain, locals might consider
bluegrass as a type of world music.
On Refuge, the Sultans’ core—violin,
bass, drums, electric and acoustic guitars—is mixed on various songs with sitar,
harp, djembe, kora, santur, and numerous
other instruments from around the globe to
create pop music that could accurately be
described as “world music” as opposed to
singular local folk rhythms.
In the past, such an idea seemed more
of a fictional, idealistic, Star Trek-inspired
future but in Toronto, where a majority of
the population was born outside of Canada,
this global fusion is becoming more and
more common, with Kuné, Canada’s Global
Orchestra, being another great example of
the trend (and in fact, sitar virtuoso Answar
Kurshid is a member of both projects).
The stories of how each of the 30 artists
on Refuge came to North America are
incredibly moving. Recounting all of them
would sadly put me well over my word
count, so I’ll finish with two more songs.
The Grand Bazaar is an instrumental,
jazz-influenced composition with a pair
of standout guests: Bela Fleck (banjo) and
Robi Botos (piano).
Fleck, a 14-time Grammy winner,
explains: “My family’s story involves
immigration. Of course, we came in to Ellis
Island, my grandparents on my mother’s
side, Jewish-Russian refugees… I was really fortunate that they were able to get out
of a dangerous part of the world, and that
America took them in at that time.”
Meanwhile, Fleck’s partner on The Grand
Bazaar, Robi Botos, fled persecution and
arrived in Canada two decades ago. In
2012, Botos told Maclean’s about why he
decided to leave Europe: “The reality in
Hungary is that, for Roma and for Jews,
Hungary is not safe anymore… There’s
half-military parties, there’s uniforms,
there’s Nazi-like people running around,
getting in government, getting in parliament.” As a result, taking part in Refuge
seemed completely natural for the Juno
Award-winning pianist.
“I wanted to be involved [in this project]
because I came to Canada as a refugee. At
first, my case was rejected and I was nearly
kicked out. With the help of musicians,
fans, and people from the music industry
who supported me, I managed to stay in
Canada.”

The other song that helped launch the
Refuge project is Imad’s Dream. It is a piece
that speaks to how desperate things must
be for a musician to give up everything,
leave their family and friends, and move to
a country where they don’t even speak the
language.
“Who does that?” asks McKhool. “You’re
not coming here unless your life is really
rough. This past winter, you see all the people who have walked across fields from the
U.S. into Canada, sometimes freezing off
their hands, sometimes losing their feet to
frostbite, but still feeling grateful to be here.
How bad must it be back home?”
Last year, when the Sultans of String
were touring upstate New York, they were
approached by a local refugee settlement
agency and asked if they’d be interested in performing with Imad Al Taha, a
well-known Iraqi violinist who had given
concerts throughout Iraq and the Arabian
Gulf region.
While living in Iraq, Al Taha was forced
to perform for Saddam Hussein, under
threat of execution. When Hussein’s government was overthrown, Al Taha found
himself threatened by religious extremists
who considered his music offensive and
subsequently bombed his home. Al Taha
came to America as a refugee during the
Obama administration.
“It’s a particular time in history right now.
There are more displaced people than at any
other period in recorded history,” McKhool
points out.
“We are living in one of the last liberal
democracies on the planet. It’s important to
realize that these stories can be told here [in
Canada] but these musicians might not have
the freedom to tell these stories in their
home countries. We are fortunate to live in
a society that honours freedom of speech
and our diverse heritage.”
So, what was Imad Al Taha’s personal
dream that inspired the song? It is simply
for Iraq to once again become safe so that
he can return home and reunite with his
family.
Dan Rosenberg is a Toronto-based journalist whose reports are regularly featured
on Afropop Worldwide, Café International,
Toronto’s ClassicalFM, and other radio
programs, and is the producer of numerous
recordings, including Yiddish Glory: The
Lost Songs of World War II.
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